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A concentration-function approach to vitamin C (ascorbate) has yielded new physiology and pharmacology discoveries. To determine the range
of vitamin C concentrations possible in humans, pharmacokinetics studies were conducted. They showed that when vitamin C is ingested by
mouth, plasma and tissue concentrations are tightly controlled by at least 3 mechanisms in healthy humans: absorption, tissue accumulation,
and renal reabsorption. A 4th mechanism, rate of utilization, may be important in disease. With ingested amounts found in foods, vitamin C
plasma concentrations do not exceed 100 mmol/L. Even with supplementation approaching maximally tolerated doses, ascorbate plasma
concentrations are always <250 mmol/L and frequently <150 mmol/L. By contrast, when ascorbate is i.v. injected, tight control is bypassed until
excess ascorbate is eliminated by glomerular filtration and renal excretion. With i.v. infusion, pharmacologic ascorbate concentrations of 25–30
mmol/L are safely achieved. Pharmacologic ascorbate can act as a pro-drug for hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) formation, which can lead to
extracellular fluid at concentrations as high as 200 mmol/L. Pharmacologic ascorbate can elicit cytotoxicity toward cancer cells and slow the
growth of tumors in experimental murine models. The effects of pharmacologic ascorbate should be further studied in diseases, such as cancer
and infections, which may respond to generation of reactive oxygen species via H2O2. Adv. Nutr. 2: 78–88, 2011.

Introduction and background
For many years, the RDA for all vitamins were based on preventing deﬁciency, with a margin of safety (1,2). For vitamin
C, 2 other criteria were added. The vitamin C RDA was set as
that amount that conferred protection against scurvy for
1 mo if intake stopped and that approximated the threshold
for accelerated renal excretion (2,3). Vitamin C was thought
to always be excreted in urine, but excretion was thought to
sharply increase when plasma concentrations became high
enough (2,4,5).
Rather than deﬁciency, a more desirable strategy, with
the potential to optimize nutrient intake, is a concentration-function approach. Its roots are in experiments from
70 y ago in which kinetics relationships were described between nutrient concentration and bacterial growth (6).
Both Linus Pauling and Roger Williams (7,8) (who
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discovered pantothenic acid and named folic acid) expanded the approach by recognizing that enzyme mutations could shift Km and/or Vmax for nutrients, concepts
explored more recently and in greater detail by Ames (9).
The next logical step of a concentration-function approach
is to determine kinetics relationships for a vitamin with respect to dominant wild-type (i.e. not mutated) enzyme action in situ, meaning literally “in position,” in cells and
tissues (10). For human recommendations, this should be
followed by determination of vitamin kinetics in vivo (11).
Any vitamin can be selected to test this approach, although
a water-soluble vitamin would have simpler distribution properties, and choice of vitamin C was arbitrary. A concentrationfunction approach, in a simpler fashion, can be considered an
x-y axes approach, where x is concentration (the abscissa, the
independent variable) and y is function (the ordinate, the
dependent variable) (12,13).
Kinetics in situ were validated for the ﬁrst time for vitamin C, and probably for any vitamin, using intact adrenal
medullary secretory vesicles, also termed chromafﬁn granules, which are localized within adrenal medullary cells.
ã2011 American Society for Nutrition. Adv. Nutr. 2: 78–88, 2011; doi:10.3945/an.110.000109.
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ABSTRACT

Current knowledge
Clinical pharmacokinetics for vitamin C: tight control
and underlying mechanisms
In situ kinetics for organelles, cells, and even organ systems
were suggestive but clearly not adequate for nutrient recommendations in humans. What was needed next was knowledge of x-axis concentrations in vivo, in humans, that then
drive y-axis function. x-Axis concentrations in vivo are determined by pharmacokinetics, which describe relationships
between doses and concentrations achieved. For this reason,
clinical vitamin C pharmacokinetics were characterized in
healthy young men and women, using a depletion-repletion
design (18–21). Participants were hospitalized to carefully
control vitamin C intake and received an inpatient diet containing <5 mg/d of vitamin C. When their plasma concentrations fell to <8 mmol/L, they were administered vitamin C
twice daily in the fasted state. The study was designed to approximate vitamin C doses from foods or supplements.
Doses ranged from 30 to 2500 mg/d and were not increased
until participants achieved steady state for each dose. Steady
state was rigorously defined as at least 5 separate measurements of plasma concentrations over at least 1 wk with
<10% SD. At each steady state, the following was performed:
absolute bioavailability studies, isolation of circulating cells
for vitamin C content, and collection of urine to determine
vitamin C and metabolite excretion. Although dosing more
frequently than twice daily would have been ideal, it was impractical to administer more doses to fasted participants and
retain them in the study, because the average hospitalization
time was w6 mo.
The clinical pharmacokinetics studies showed that vitamin
C concentrations in plasma and tissues were tightly controlled
(Fig. 1A–C) (18,21). At doses < 100 mg/d, there was a steep
sigmoidal relationship between dose and concentrations. At

doses > 100 mg/d, plasma concentrations reached a plateau
between 70 and 80 mmol/L. At doses > 400 mg/d, further increases in plasma concentrations were minimal. At least 3
mechanisms were responsible for tight control: absorption
(bioavailability), tissue transport, and renal reabsorption
and excretion. Not explored in these studies is a potential
4th mechanism, utilization, which is discussed below. These
clinical pharmacokinetics data are used to derive RDA for vitamin C in many countries (21,22).
Ascorbate transport and its transporters, SLC23A1
(SVCT1) and SLC23A2 (SVCT2), play a key role in tight
control (23–25). The widely distributed tissue transporter
SLC23A2 is responsible for ascorbate accumulation against
its concentration gradient in many tissues. Knockout mice
for this transporter have generalized severe ascorbate deficiency and die at birth (24), indicating that ascorbate transport, as ascorbate itself, is necessary for tissue accumulation.
Some investigators have advanced the idea that the dominant mechanism of ascorbate accumulation occurs by transport of oxidized ascorbate, dehydroascorbic acid, followed
by its intracellular reduction (26,27). If this were correct,
then SLC23A2 knockout mice should not have had severe
tissue deficiency, as was found. It remains possible that dehydroascorbic acid transport has a role in specialized cells,
such as those that oxidize ascorbate by generating oxidants
(i.e. neutrophils) or those that lack ascorbate transporters
entirely (red blood cells). Nevertheless, these data provide
clear evidence that ascorbate transport as such is the primary
mechanism of ascorbate accumulation and that dehydroascorbic acid and ascorbate cannot be considered equivalent.
The epithelial ascorbate transporter SLC23A1 plays a
central role in tight control by mediating ascorbate renal reabsorption. Knockout SLC23A1 mice completely lose their
ability to reabsorb vitamin C in kidney and lose tight control
(25). However, these mice continue to absorb intestinal ascorbate. It is not known whether SLC23A2 is upregulated to
compensate or if another uncharacterized intestinal ascorbate transporter exists or is induced.
Data from SLC23A1 knockout mice imply that there is a
renal threshold for ascorbate reabsorption (25). Clinical data
concerning a threshold of ascorbate reabsorption are contradictory. Earlier data sets indicated that there was always ascorbate loss in urine regardless of plasma concentration, but
that loss accelerated beyond a certain plasma value (4,5).
Comprehensive pharmacokinetics studies indicate that there
is a distinct renal threshold. It is likely that the discrepancy is
due to assay artifact in the former studies, which was eliminated with more precise assays (28). The exact renal threshold remains to be deﬁned. Correlation with this threshold,
plasma concentration, and ascorbate intake could inﬂuence
vitamin intake recommendations.
An unexpected ﬁnding with clinical implications is that
SLC23A1 knockout mice have a functional outcome in relation to ascorbate concentrations that is not scurvy. Pregnant
SLC23A1 knockout mice lose approximately one-half of their
pups despite ascorbate concentrations that are several-fold
above those associated with scurvy. Raising plasma ascorbate
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Kinetics of vitamin C for dopamine b-monooxygenase (also
called dopamine b-hydroxylase) and for transmembrane
electron transfer were described, and the mechanism of ascorbate action was different and more complex than its action with
the isolated enzyme (13–17). In the presence of its substrate
dopamine, the isolated enzyme dopamine b-monooxygenase
directly accepts electrons from ascorbate in solution. In situ,
dopamine b-monooxygenase is localized within chromaffin
granules. Ascorbate is found both in the cytosol of adrenal medullary cells and within chromaffin granules, but chromaffin
granules are impermeant to ascorbate itself. When dopamine
is present, dopamine b-monooxygenase within chromaffin
granules accepts single electrons from intragranular ascorbate,
generating ascorbate radical. Intragranular ascorbate radical is
reduced back to intragranular ascorbate via transmembrane electron transfer from cytosolic ascorbate, mediated by the chromaffin granule transmembrane protein cytochrome b561. In situ,
dopamine b-monooxygenase and transmembrane electron
transfer have distinct kinetics properties with respect to ascorbate
(15,16). Together, these data provided key conceptual evidence
and showed that kinetics in situ were necessary rather than those
for isolated enzymes or reactions.

concentrations from ~30 to 40 mmol/L prevents fetal loss in
these mice (25).
When ascorbate and pregnancy ﬁndings are extended to
humans, ﬁndings appear contradictory, although an explanation is obvious when tight control is considered. In 1 British study, vitamin C plus vitamin E supplements decreased
preeclampsia and associated complications (29). In this
study, vitamin C concentrations at entry and after supplementation were measured. Initial concentrations were ~26
mmol/L and increased to 45 mmol/L with supplementation.
This study had relatively few patients with complications
80 Levine et al.

and used both ascorbate and tocopherol. In 2 larger and
more recent studies using ascorbate alone, no effects were
found on preeclampsia and complications (30,31). However,
in both of these studies, participants at study entry were ingesting at least 100 mg/d of ascorbate. Unlike the prior British study, no ascorbate concentrations were measured, and it
is likely that participants were close to saturation, beyond
the steep portion of the dose concentration curve (32)
(Fig. 1A). Because of tight control, ascorbate supplements
in these participants were expected to make minimal if
any difference to plasma and tissue concentrations and
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Figure 1 (A) Plasma vitamin C concentrations as a function of dose. The relationship between oral doses of vitamin C and the mean
fasting steady-state plasma vitamin C concentration in 7 healthy men and 15 healthy women are shown. The daily doses of vitamin C
were: 30, 60, 100, 200, 400, 1000, and 2500 mg. The dose concentration curve is sigmoidal with its steep portion between 30 and 100
mg of vitamin C daily. Plasma vitamin C concentrations likely to be attained by the consumption of 5 servings of fruits and vegetables
per day (containing ~200 mg of vitamin C) are also shown. It is possible that vitamin C bioavailability from fruits and vegetable is less
than that from oral doses of pure vitamin C in solution. Adapted from (18) and (21). (B) Intracellular vitamin C concentrations in
circulating cells as a function of dose in healthy women. Cells were isolated when steady state was achieved for each dose.
Reproduced from (21) with permission of The National Academy of Sciences, Washington DC. (C) Urinary vitamin C excretion as a
function of single vitamin C doses at steady state in 7 healthy men. Vitamin C excretion over 24 h was determined after administration
of single doses given either orally or i.v. (Inset A) Vitamin C excretion for single oral or intravenous doses of 15–100 mg. x-axis indicates
dose, y-axis indicates amount (mg) excreted in urine. (Inset B) Fractional excretion (the fraction of the dose excreted) after i.v.
administration of single doses of vitamin C. x-axis indicates dose, y-axis indicates fractional excretion (vitamin C excreted in urine in
milligrams divided by the vitamin C dose in milligrams). Reproduced from (18) with permission of The National Academy of Sciences,
Washington DC.

it will be necessary to study metabolism of an ascorbate stable
heavy isotope in healthy participants to obtain a range of utilization rates at different steady-state concentrations.
Tight control and the bioavailability surprise
As part of determining mechanisms of tight control, absolute bioavailability was evaluated for different vitamin C
doses. Bioavailability was determined by comparing area under curve for oral compared with i.v. administration when
participants were at steady state (Fig. 2A,B; Table 1). As
the doses increased, bioavailability declined, indicating that
intestinal absorption contributed to tight control.
Bioavailability data showed that at doses > 200 mg/d, i.v.
administration bypassed tight control. This was most easily
seen at the highest dose tested for bioavailability: 1.25 g (Fig.
2A). Administration of this dose i.v. to participants at steady
state for the dose produced plasma concentrations approaching 1 mmol/L, a concentration not possible with
oral dosing. These data indicated that i.v. administration
of pharmacologic ascorbate doses, i.e. those > 500 mg,
was similar to drug administration.
That i.v. dosing might matter had unexpected roots and
even more unexpected consequences. In 1959 the Canadian
physician William McCormick hypothesized that vitamin C
could be useful in cancer treatment (47). The hypothesis was
simple. Cancer metastasized by invading collagen, and collagen could be strengthened by vitamin C. Ewan Cameron
(48), a Scottish surgeon, expanded the hypothesis by invoking the role of hyaluronidase in cancer metastases. Hyaluronidase was proposed to destroy collagen to facilitate
metastases, and ascorbate would inhibit hyaluronidase.
Cameron (49,50) began administering up to 10 g of ascorbate to patients with advanced cancers, with meticulous
documentation of several cases. Encouraged by these ﬁndings, Cameron contacted Linus Pauling, the 2-time Nobel
Laureate who was advocating ascorbate for treatment of
common colds. Cameron and Pauling (51,52) published 2
high-proﬁle case series that suggested gram doses of ascorbate could improve survival in cancer. Pauling (53) publicly
challenged the medical establishment with resisting consideration of his ﬁndings. Charles Moertel et al. at the Mayo
Clinic rose to Pauling’s challenge. To replicate the Cameron/Pauling findings, Mayo Clinic investigators conducted 2 double-blinded, placebo-controlled trials using
the same ascorbate dose of 10 g/d (54,55). The first trial
showed no difference in survival, but Pauling objected, because the patients had received prior cancer treatment.
The second trial was conducted on patients with metastatic
colon cancer who had not received chemotherapy. Again,
there was no difference in survival between treated and untreated patients, and ascorbate was deemed ineffective as
cancer therapy (55,56). Although much smoke, fire, and
bad feelings were generated, the story seemed to have dead
ended (53) until the bioavailability findings emerged. Ascorbate clearly was different if administered i.v. vs. orally. The
Mayo Clinic investigators administered only oral ascorbate,
but Cameron administered both i.v. and oral ascorbate.
Vitamin C: physiology and pharmacology 81
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would not be expected to change any outcomes. This is precisely what was observed. A key lesson from these types of
studies was pointed out >10 y ago and deserves reemphasis
(33). To detect potential differences from ascorbate supplementation, concentrations at study entry must be measured.
If concentrations are low and are subsequently raised by ascorbate supplements, then outcome differences can be assessed. However, if ascorbate concentrations at study entry
are to the right of the steep portion of the ascorbate tight
control curve (Fig. 1), then supplements will make minimal
difference in attained concentrations, and outcome assessments are likely to show no differences and should not be
undertaken. The issue of initial and concluding nutrient
concentrations in nutrient supplementation outcomes studies is of central importance. Vitamin C supplementation,
without consideration of initial vitamin C concentrations,
is likely to produce a negative result without resolving the
question of whether vitamin C supplementation is useful
for the condition studied (33–36).
Another unexpected ﬁnding in SLC23A1 mice with translational implications is that they upregulated ascorbate biosynthesis in response to low ascorbate concentrations from
their renal leak (25). Ascorbate concentrations could feedback directly on the biosynthetic pathway. Alternatively,
there are supporting data for pituitary mediation of ascorbate feedback sensing (37). Humans and other primates
do not make ascorbate. Via feedback sensing, it remains possible that the sensing pathways remain intact in humans,
with ascorbate precursors displaying inverse concentrations
in relation to ascorbate concentrations. Similar sensing
mechanisms explain many hormone systems in humans
and guide clinical hormone replacement therapies. It will
be extremely worthwhile to determine whether ascorbate
“sensing” occurs in humans, because this could provide a
completely new and quantitative means to assess individual
ascorbate needs (25).
In theory, dose concentration relationships can be affected
by changes in utilization rates. Healthy participants had different utilization rates, although this did not affect steadystate concentrations for different doses (10,18,21,38,39). It
is possible that ascorbate utilization increases in disease by acceleration of ascorbate-dependent enzymatic reaction rates,
by decrease in reduction of ascorbate radical dehydroascorbic
acid, or by accelerated nonenzymatic degradation due to disease-associated oxidants. Ascorbate concentrations are lower
in smokers, probably because of smoking-associated oxidants
(40). Ascorbate concentrations are lower in patients with pancreatitis, sepsis, crucial illness, acute myocardial infarction,
and diabetes (41–45). Why concentrations are lower is often
difficult to determine. Patients may have had low ascorbate
concentrations due to poor intake from the underlying disease. Low concentrations can also be due to transient redistribution, inappropriate renal loss, or assay loss or artifact
without proper controls (46). Despite these difficulties, it is
worth knowing whether ascorbate utilization increases in disease, because this could guide replacement and possibly affect
outcomes. For ideal characterization of ascorbate utilization,

Table 1. Bioavailability of vitamin C in 7 healthy men at steady
state for each dose1
Dose, mg
15
30
50
100
200
500
1250
1

Median bioavailability, %
89
87.3
58
80
72
63
46

Vitamin C bioavailability was calculated using a multi-compartment mathematical
model as described (20).

Figure 2 (A) Determination of ascorbic acid bioavailability in a
single participant using area under curve (AUC) methodology.
Bioavailability was determined by calculating the ratio of the
AUC of vitamin C plasma concentrations, following oral and i.v.
administration of the same dose of vitamin C on successive
days. AUC was calculated by the linear trapezoidal method. In
the example shown, a healthy male was given 200-mg doses of
vitamin C after he had attained steady state for that dose. (B)
Plasma vitamin C concentrations in healthy volunteers as a
function of time. Twelve participants (3 men, 9 women) were
administered vitamin C 1.25 g in the fasting state after they had
attained steady state for that dose. Plasma vitamin C
concentrations following i.v. or oral administration are shown.
Following i.v. administration, blood samples were collected at 0,
2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min, and at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 h. Following oral administration, blood samples were
collected at 0, 15, and 30 min, and at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 22, and 24 h. Adapted from (58)
with permission of the Annals of Internal Medicine.
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Pharmacologic ascorbate
As a prerequisite for reexamining ascorbate in cancer, it was
necessary to conﬁrm whether the bioavailability ﬁndings
were correct. All bioavailability data from all participants
were pooled for doses of 15–1250 mg and bioavailability
was modeled for doses of 2–100 g. Analyses of all data
showed that i.v. pharmacologic doses of ascorbate could
produce plasma concentrations 70-fold higher than those
possible with maximally tolerated oral doses (58). Plasma
concentrations of 10 mmol/L (10,000 mmol/L) were predicted
to be attainable for >3 h with infusion rates of 0.5–1 g/min.
For i.v. administration, plasma concentrations are expected
to vary depending on the dose, rate of infusion, and frequency
of infusion. This was subsequently confirmed in animals and
humans (59–61).
In contrast to data from i.v. (parenteral) administration,
maximal peak plasma concentrations from oral dosing were
predicted, and subsequently found by others, to be <0.25
mmol/L (58,62,63). Although peak oral concentrations perhaps could also vary due to dose frequency, variations are
minimal compared with concentrations attainable with i.v.
administration. The upper limit vitamin C dose in the Dietary Reference Intakes guidelines is 2 g and maximally tolerated oral doses are in the range of 3–4 g (22). Oral
administration is limited by osmotic diarrhea and saturation
of intestinal absorption and by currently available means
could never produce peak plasma concentrations approaching 1 mmol/L (58). Additional risks of gram doses are hemolysis in patients with glucose 6 phosphate deficiency
and paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; oxalate renal
stones in patients with hyperoxaluria; and worsening of
iron overload in patients with hemochromatosis or who receive chronic RBC transfusions (33,39).
Given the new knowledge of the clinical pharmacology
proﬁle of parenteral ascorbate, the next steps were to
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This difference was not recognized previously by any investigators, because no one provided plasma measurements so
that the pharmacology explanation remained obscured.
Given its potential promise, a call was issued for oncologists to investigate ascorbate anew (57). But there was no response, perhaps due to skepticism and even bitterness
engendered by the earlier battles among Pauling, Moertel,
oncologists, and complementary and alternative medicine
(integrative medicine) practitioners (53).

occur where O2·2 reduces the oxidized metal. This reverse
reaction may be in competition with superoxide dismutases
that catalytically remove O2·-2, thereby producing H2O2. In
the biological milieu, pharmacologic ascorbate may therefore set in motion a preponderance of reactions that favor
formation of H2O2, the key cytotoxic effector species.
H2O2 was proposed to achieve effective steady-state concentrations of $25–50 mmol/L to elicit cell death (60,64). We
observed that these concentrations could be achieved in extracellular fluid but not whole blood (Fig. 3B). RBC contain
large quantities of catalase and peroxidases, which efficiently
quell Fenton chemistry to protect hemoglobin from oxidative damage.
Actions of pharmacologic ascorbate as a pro-drug for
H2O2 formation were explored in vivo (59,60). The goal
was to learn whether proposed H2O2 formation mediated
by pharmacologic ascorbate occurs in intact experimental
animal systems. Physiologic and pharmacologic ascorbate
in blood fully equilibrated with extracellular fluid. H2O2 selectively formed in extracellular fluid but was not detected in
blood (Fig. 3B) due to the red cell’s rapid catabolism of
H2O2 to below detectable amounts (59,64). Ascorbate concentrations > 2–4 mmol/L were required to attain H2O2
concentrations $ 5 mmol/L in extracellular fluid. H2O2
formed only when ascorbate radical concentrations were
>100 nmol/L. Appearance of ascorbate radical in conjunction with H2O2 formation was consistent with the

Figure 3 (A) In reaction 1,
ascorbate (AscH2) reacts with
ferric iron (Fe3+) to produce
ferrous iron (Fe2+) and ascorbate
radical (Asc·2). In reaction 2, the
classic Fenton reaction generates
the hydroxyl radical (OH·) species
from H2O2. (B) Proposed
mechanism of formation of
ascorbate radical and H2O2 in
extracellular fluid compared with
blood. After oral and parenteral
administration, ascorbic acid
achieves equivalent
pharmacological concentrations
in blood (left side of the diagram)
and extracellular fluid (right side).
In extracellular fluid, a molecule of
ascorbic acid loses 1 electron and
forms ascorbate radical. This
electron subsequently reduces a
protein-centered metal, shown as
the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+. This
complex donates an electron to
molecular oxygen, forming
superoxide anion (O2·2) with
ensuing dismutation to H2O2. In
blood (left side), these reactions are damped or inhibited (dashed lines). The appearance of ascorbate radical is inhibited by RBC
membrane-bound reducing proteins and/or by large plasma proteins that do not distribute to the extracellular space. RBC enzymes
glutathione peroxidase and catalase destroy H2O2 so that none is detectable in blood. The identities of the metal-centered proteins are
unknown. Reproduced from (59) with permission of The National Academy of Sciences, Washington DC.
Vitamin C: physiology and pharmacology 83
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determine whether and how pharmacologic ascorbate could
selectively kill cancer cells. To mimic clinical pharmacology,
cancer and normal cells were incubated for 1 h in cell culture
media containing pharmacologic ascorbate concentrations
ranging from 0 to 20 mmol/L. Of the normal cells tested,
none were affected by 20 mmol/L ascorbate. In contrast,
more than three-quarters of the 43 cancer lines tested
showed sensitivity of #10 mmol/L, defined as the effective
ascorbate concentrations for killing 50% of a cancer cell
type (EC50) (60,64). Addition of the enzyme catalase to
the cell culture media, which catalyzes decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to oxygen and water, ameliorated
the cytotoxicity of pharmacologic ascorbate. Based on these
and other in vitro experiments, the killing of cancer cells was
proposed to be mediated by H2O2 formation, which in the
presence of reduced transition metal catalysts is classically
thought to produce the highly reactive hydroxyl radical
(OH·) species. This is commonly referred to as Fenton
chemistry, where ferrous iron (Fe2+) is oxidized by H2O2
to yield ferric iron (Fe3+) and OH· (Fig. 3A).
For >100 y, the exact chemical and biochemical nature of
these reaction intermediates and the complicated cycles they
participate in has been a subject of study and debate. Transition metals such as iron (and copper) are easily reduced by
ascorbate. These reduced metal centers can donate their
electron to molecular oxygen to produce the species known
as superoxide (O2·2). Likewise, the reverse reaction can
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the same or <4 mg/g i.p. These findings point to the feasibility of pharmacologic ascorbate in cancer treatment.
Ascorbate had been intermittently reported for many
years to have varying effects on tumor cells (72). Essential
information, absent from these reports, were frameworks
for concentration and mechanism of action. It was unclear
whether application of micromolar or millimolar concentrations of ascorbate for hours or days had any translational application. Clinical pharmacokinetics data were essential to
recognize translation potential (18,57,58). Although the
mechanism had been postulated by many to be related to
H2O2, the concentration threshold context of pharmacologic ascorbate was lacking. Key to advancing knowledge
were the discoveries that H2O2 formed only with pharmacologic but not physiologic ascorbate concentrations and that
micromolar steady-state concentrations of H2O2 produced
in the tumor interstitium were effective in decreasing tumor
growth (59,60,64).
Pharmacologic ascorbate: outstanding questions and
issues for future research
For pharmacologic ascorbate to promote cancer cell death,
H2O2 must be formed (60,64). There are many downstream
targets of H2O2 and they almost certainly involve the actions
of reactive oxygen species (ROS)3 (73). ROS can have direct
effects on a wide variety of biologically important molecules,
including lipids, DNA, RNA, and proteins. The summation
of damage and repair elicited by H2O2 differs according to
cell and tissue type (74), which is integral in an individual
cancer cell’s sensitivity and ultimate ability to either survive
or succumb to pharmacologic ascorbate. The inherent promiscuity of H2O2 and ROS effects dictate that no single
Achilles heel exists among cancer cell types for cytotoxic response to pharmacologic ascorbate. The concentration of
H2O2 induced by pharmacologic ascorbate is far higher, as
much as 2 orders of magnitude, than those concentrations
that regulate normal cellular processes (74). Whether transient changes in H2O2 concentration have long-term effects
are unknown, although available clinical data do not indicate pharmacologic ascorbate produces long-term adverse
effects or complications.
The identity of a speciﬁc metal catalyst necessary for the
action of pharmacologic ascorbate is currently unknown.
Our analysis showed protein catalysts of between 10 and
30 kDa exist in human plasma and the extracellular ﬂuid
of tissues and tumors (64). Metals in proteins can sufﬁce
as a catalyst in extracellular ﬂuid or on plasma membrane
proteins facing extracellularly. Free iron and copper are
very unlikely to be mediators, because these cations are
tightly bound in vivo. It is likely that there are multiple candidate metalloprotein catalysts that would have a high Km
for ascorbate and/or molecular oxygen to become permissive toward this process only when ascorbate was present
in sufficient pharmacologic concentrations.
3

Abbreviations used: AscH2, ascorbate; Asc·-, ascorbate radical; ROS, reactive oxygen
species.
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hypothesis that a threshold ascorbate concentration was
necessary, above which sufficient effector species would mediate cancer cell death.
Whether there were consequences to formation of H2O2
in vivo was further examined in mice bearing experimentally
implanted cancer cells (60). Mice were treated with either
vehicle (hypertonic saline) or pharmacologic ascorbate. Compared with controls, pharmacologic ascorbate decreased growth
of established tumors by ~50%, which included models for
ovarian, glioblastoma (brain), and pancreatic cancer. In situ instrumentation showed that parenteral administration of pharmacologic ascorbate resulted in steady-state formation of
H2O2 within the interstitial fluid of both normal tissues and tumors, where concentrations approaching 200 mmol/L were detected. In the glioblastoma model, metastases that occurred in
controls were not observed in the treated animals.
In these and subsequent animal studies, ascorbate was administered by i.p. injection. Doses of 4 mg/g i.p. in rodents are
approximately equivalent to 1.5 mg/g (1.5 g/kg) by i.v. infusion in humans and produce peak plasma concentrations of
25–30 mmol/L (60,61). Peak plasma concentrations approaching 30 mmol/L are produced by i.v. infusion of pharmacologic ascorbate in humans, at a dose of ~1.5 g/kg
administered at rates of 0.5–1.0 g/min (60,61). With these parameters, plasma concentrations > 10 mmol/L are maintained
in humans for at least 3 h (61).
At least 2 data sets indicate that pharmacologic ascorbate,
with proper screening, is safe for humans (61,65). In a data
set from a phase I clinical trial, reported adverse events were
minimal (61). Patients had advanced, metastatic, or recurrent disease refractory to standard treatment. After completion of infusions, 2 patients had stable disease and only 6
patients received the highest dose of 1.5 g/kg. Patients received i.v. ascorbate 3 times/wk at a maximal infusion rate
of 1 g/min for 90 min. Screening included the exclusion of
glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase deﬁciency; history of
kidney stones (renal calculi); concurrent therapy with vitamin K antagonists; dyspnea at rest; severe anemia; and renal
insufﬁciency. Another data set provided evidence of pharmacologic ascorbate safety (65). Complementary and alternative medicine (integrative medicine) practitioners were
surveyed at annual meetings in 2 different years to learn
whether they used i.v. ascorbate and, if so, whether their patients experienced adverse events. Findings were corroborated by surveying manufacturers of i.v. ascorbate for
units sold yearly, searching PUBMED, and searching FDA
databases. Based on survey results and industry sales,
~10,000 patients in the United States each year were treated
with i.v. ascorbate, at 20 treatments per patient, at dosing averages of 0.5 g/kg. With properly screened patients, i.v. ascorbate was remarkably safe, based on survey results from
practitioners and PUBMED and FDA data (65).
The effects of pharmacologic ascorbate on tumor growth
in animals have now been conﬁrmed in many laboratories,
using the following models: hepatoma, pancreatic cancer,
colon cancer, sarcoma, leukemia, prostate cancer, and mesothelioma (62,66–71). In these studies, ascorbate doses were

Clinical advancement of pharmacologic ascorbate
It would be ideal if there were a means to predict cancer
responsiveness to pharmacologic ascorbate. In theory,

characterization of downstream effectors would help to realize
this goal. However, given the promiscuity of ROS derived from
H2O2, there may not be a common downstream effector.
Searching for such effectors is complicated by the variety of
different tumor models and their differences in vitro and in
vivo. For antineoplastic agents with toxic side effects, identification of effectors may be necessary to guide treatment. In
contrast to many commonly used antineoplastic treatments,
ascorbate does not have apparent harm and has potential for
benefit.
Our opinions are that characterization of downstream effectors, although ideal for predicting response, is not a requirement for pharmacologic ascorbate to move to clinical
investigation. Objective clinical testing of ascorbate can proceed even as new mechanism data emerge. Acetaminophen
and aspirin were both used for nearly a century before their
mechanisms of action were unraveled (81,82). Apparent
beneﬁt outweighed apparent harm and the absence of information about the mechanism of drug effects. Pharmacologic
ascorbate can be viewed similarly. Already available are data
about mechanisms in vitro and in vivo and pharmacology
and safety in vivo. In light of new knowledge, what is lacking
is evidence of efﬁcacy in people and this is what merits
proper and rigorous testing. Patients currently do not have
choices of many treatments that provide beneﬁt with minimal toxicity, and pharmacologic ascorbate potentially offers
this possibility (57,83).
The design of clinical trials for pharmacologic ascorbate
should consider type of cancer, available treatment modalities, and expected median survival. Tumor types that may be
suitable for testing pharmacologic ascorbate in combination
with available modalities are those where there is rapid progression, there are few treatment options, and where physical functional limitations at presentation are relatively few.
Current dosing schemes in trials were selected based on apparent safety and long-term use (60,61,65,84). A frequency
of 3 times/wk most likely was selected simply for patient
and practitioner convenience in an outpatient setting. There
is a clear need for studies that deﬁne toxicity, especially with
increased dosing frequency (i.e. daily), as well as with increased dosing amount.
Finally, pharmacologic ascorbate as a treatment can be applied to conditions where H2O2 and/or ROS could be beneficial. Obvious candidates are infectious agents, including
viruses, bacteria, and other human pathogens. Particularly attractive candidates are infectious agents for which few or no
treatments currently exist. As in cancer treatment, pharmacologic ascorbate also has the potential to be added to existing
therapies for synergy. This may be especially useful for bacteria
that have developed multiple antibiotic resistances and for
which only limited treatments are available. H2O2 is the means
by which neutrophils generate ROS, and it is possible that
pharmacologic ascorbate may be effective against some bacteria especially in combination with antibiotics. Although it is
intuitive that H2O2 could be toxic to viruses, surprisingly little
data are available (60). Unlike cancer, for which chronic treatment may be necessary, administration of pharmacologic
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It is apparent both from in vitro and clinical studies that
adverse effects of pharmacologic ascorbate are few. It is possible that as clinical studies increase and/or as dose frequency
increases, more adverse effects will emerge. Nevertheless, the
absence of toxicities is striking compared with many chemotherapeutic agents. Why are normal cells and tissues unaffected? Normal cells have redundant mechanisms for H2O2
disposal and/or repair of H2O2 damage. In contrast, susceptible cancer cells may have a series of mutations that signal
cell death in the context of H2O2 formed by pharmacologic
ascorbate; the specific pathways affected likely vary between
cancer cells.
Given the absence of gross toxicities of pharmacologic ascorbate, it is reasonable to wonder why tight control exists at
all and whether chronic pharmacologic ascorbate concentrations have adverse effects. One potential explanation as a metabolic untoward consequence of constant pharmacologic
ascorbate concentrations is chronic hyperoxalemia, which
could occur from constant catabolism of excess ascorbate. Although oxalate urine excretion increased acutely following
administration of pharmacologic ascorbate concentrations,
concentrations were not dramatically elevated (75). Perhaps
constant elevations in H2O2 concentrations have untoward
effects on cell repair and growth, but available data do not
support these concerns.
Clinical investigation of pharmacologic ascorbate should be
considered as an addition to existing cancer treatments. Its
mechanism of action as a pro-drug for H2O2 generation is distinct from most currently used agents. For this reason, there is
potential for synergy, or at least an additive effect, in combination with other drugs. This strategy is similar to that used for
treatment of many cancers, tuberculosis, serious bacterial infections, hepatitis, and HIV. Emerging data indicate that there
are additive effects of ascorbate with other neoplastic agents
(76). One exception is for bortezomib. Cell and animal data
suggest the possibility of antagonism with physiologic ascorbate concentrations (77), although clinical data do not support
this possibility (78). The doses of bortezomib used in animals
were ~4 times higher than those used clinically, and the ascorbate concentrations that produced antagonism were in the
physiologic and not the pharmacologic range. Other investigators described that the ascorbate metabolite dehydroascorbic
acid antagonizes chemotherapeutic agents (27). Dehydroascorbic acid concentrations used in these experiments were at
least 100-fold higher than those found in vivo. Dehydroascorbic acid was termed as and was used interchangeably with vitamin C, which is incorrect and misleading (79,80). Such
misnomers can muddy the underlying science, and as a consequence of the Internet, may result in confusion among patients and caregivers. Clinical studies have begun that will
test the effects of pharmacologic ascorbate in combination
with other agents in patients with pancreatic cancer (see clinicaltrials.gov).

ascorbate might only be short term or in an acute setting, until
infection is cleared. Use of pharmacologic ascorbate is ripe for
investigation.

Conclusions
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